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Abstract

Familial hemiplegic migraine type 1 (FHM-1) is caused by mutations in ; the gene encoding for the Ca 2.1 subunit ofCACNA1A v

voltage-gated calcium channels. Although various studies attempted to determine biophysical consequences of these mutations on

channel activity, it remains unclear exactly how mutations can produce a FHM-1 phenotype. A lower activation threshold of mutated

channels resulting in increased channel activity has been proposed. However, hyper-activity may also be caused by a reduction of the

inhibitory pathway carried by G-protein coupled receptor activation. The aim of this study is to determine functional consequences of

the FHM-1 S218L mutation on direct G-protein regulation of Ca 2.1 channels. In HEK 293 cells, DAMGO activation of human v μ

-opioid receptors induced a 55  Ba  current inhibition through both wild-type and S218L mutant Ca 2.1 channels. In contrast, this% 2+
v

mutation considerably accelerates the kinetic of current deinhibition following channel activation by 1.7- to 2.3-fold depending on

membrane potential values. Taken together, these data suggest that the S218L mutation does not affect G-proteins association onto

channel in the closed state, but promotes its dissociation from the activated channel thereby decreasing the inhibitory G-protein

pathway. Similar results were obtained with the R192Q FHM-1 mutation, although of lesser amplitude, which seems in line with the

less severe associated clinical phenotype in patients. Functional consequences of FHM-1 mutations appear thus as the consequence of

the alteration of both intrinsic biophysical properties and of the main inhibitory G-protein pathway of Ca 2.1 channels. The presentv

study furthers molecular insight in the physiopathology of FHM-1.
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Introduction

Familial hemiplegic migraine (FHM) is a rare, severe, monogenic subtype of migraine with aura, characterised by at least some degree

of hemiparesis during the aura ( , ). FHM-1 is caused by missense mutations in the gene  encoding the Ca 2.1 protein, the1 2 CACNA1A v

pore-forming subunit of Ca 2.1 (formerly known as P/Q) calcium channels ( ). To date, 19 different mutations have been described thatv 14

are distributed over the four homologous domains of the Ca 2.1 subunit. They generally affect structural determinants that are essential forv

channel activity including (i) the S4 transmembrane segments, thought to be voltage-sensor elements controlling channel activation, (ii)

the S6 transmembrane segments, involved in the control of channel inactivation, and (iii) the P loops which form the ionic pore. Eleven of

FHM-1 mutations have been characterized at the biophysical level ( ), but only for one (the R192Q mutation that is associated with15

relatively mild, pure, FHM phenotype in patients ( )) the effects on G-protein regulation was reported ( ). Ten out of 11 characterized14 12

mutations induce a hyperpolarizing shift of the voltage-dependence of channel activation, generally resulting in an increased channel

opening probability already at mild potential values. However, additional effects have been observed on channel inactivation kinetics,

current density, unitary conductance, open probability and selectivity ( , , , , , ). A recently developed knock-in model expressing6 8 9 13 17 18

human pathogenic FHM-1 mutation R192Q revealed increased Ca  influx through mutant Ca 2.1 channels and a decreased threshold and2+
v

increased velocity of cortical spreading depression (CSD) ( , ). CSD is the mechanism underlying migraine aura ( ), and, in animal19 20 10

experiments, was shown to activate headache mechanisms ( ). However, the exact molecular events leading to an increased susceptibility2

of CSD remain largely unresolved. A neuronal hyper-excitability due to a hyper-activity of Ca 2.1 calcium channels seems most likely (v 15

, , ). The lower activation threshold of mutant Ca 2.1 channels, associated with increased opening probability, may well trigger such19 20 v

hyper-activity. Alternatively, however, a reduction of inhibitory pathways may come in addition to produce a similar effect.
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One important inhibitory regulation affecting Ca 2.1 channels is produced by G-protein coupled receptor activation (for review see ( , v 3

)). This inhibition is based on the direct binding of the G  signalling complex directly onto the Ca 2.1 subunit ( ). Recently, it was16 βγ v 4

evidenced that this binding produces only the silencing of channel activity ( ON  effect), whereas G  unbinding which follows channel“ ” βγ
activation induces an apparent set of biophysical modifications ( OFF  effects) that include: (i) a slowing of activation and inactivation“ ”
kinetics, and (ii) a depolarizing shift of the voltage-dependence of channel activation ( ). In that context, the kinetics of G  dissociation21 βγ
from the channel is a critical factor in determining the probability that an inhibited channel recovers from G-protein inhibition during a

burst of action potentials. Thereby, it should also influence the strength of persistence of a G-protein-related inhibitory pathway on

synaptic signaling. Two factors were found to be essential in determining the speed of G  dissociation: the voltage-dependence ofβγ
channel activation and the kinetics of channel inactivation during membrane depolarization ( , ). Indeed, activation at lower membrane21 23

potential values and faster inactivating channels were shown to be affected by the FHM-1 S218L mutation in the Ca 2.1 subunit ( ). Thisv 18

mutation is localized in the S4-S5 linker of the first domain and is associated with a particularly severe clinical phenotype of FHM and

sometimes fatal delayed cerebral edema after minor head trauma in some mutation carriers ( , ).5 7

Therefore, we argued that, direct G-protein inhibition of mutated S218L Ca 2.1 channels may be altered. Here we tested thisv

hypothesis by transiently expressing, in HEK-293 cells, human Ca 2.1 wild-type (Ca 2.1 ) or S218L mutant (Ca 2.1 ) along with v v
WT

v
S218L β4

and -1  auxiliary subunits, and the human -opioid receptor (hMOR). Direct G-protein regulation was induced by (D-Ala , N-Me-Phe ,α2δ b μ 2 4

glycinol )-Enkephalin (DAMGO) application. Application of DAMGO induces a maximal current inhibition that is similar for both5

wild-type and mutated Ca 2.1 channels, suggesting that the FHM-1 S218L mutation does not alter the association of G  onto the closedv βγ
state of the channel. However, the recovery from G-protein inhibition following channel activation is considerably accelerated for Ca 2.1v

 channels, which is in accordance with the previously reported negative shift in the voltage-dependence of channel activation and theS218L

faster channel inactivation. In light of these data, G-protein regulation of the R192Q mutant (Ca 2.1 , that is associated with a lessv
R192Q

severe clinical phenotype) was also investigated with similar protocols, and comparable alteration of G-protein regulation were observed,

albeit less pronounced. Taken together, these observations indicate that the FHM-1 S218L and R192Q mutations promote Ca 2.1 currentv

recovery from direct G-protein inhibition in line with their respective degree of clinical phenotype, and thus decrease the inhibitory

influence of this signalling pathway. These effects on G-protein regulation should contribute, along with the main biophysical effects on

channel activation, to render the neuronal network hyperexcitable, possibly as a consequence of reduced presynaptic inhibition, and help

explain the pathophysiology of FHM.

Materials and Methods
Material

The cDNAs used in this study were human Ca 2.1 (GenBank accession number AF004883), rat  (L02315), rat -1  (NM012919)v β4 α2δ b

and human -opioid receptor (hMOR, obtained from the UMR cDNA Resource Center ) (AY521028). The cDNA encodingμ www.cdna.org

for the Ca 2.1  mutant protein is described in ( ). The cDNA encoding for the Ca 2.1  mutant was kindly provided by Dr. J.v
S218L 18 v

R192Q

Striessnig, University of Innsbruck, Austria. (D-Ala , N-Me-Phe , glycinol )-Enkephalin (DAMGO) was purchased from Bachem2 4 5

(Budendorf, Germany).

Transient expression in HEK-293

Human embryonic kidney 293 (HEK-293) cells were grown in a Dulbecco s modified Eagle s culture medium containing 10  foetal’ ’ %
bovine serum and 1  penicillin/streptomycin (all products were purchased from Invitrogen) and maintained under standard conditions at%

37 C in a humidified atmosphere containing 5  CO . Cells were transfected using the jetPEI  transfection regent (Qbiogene, OH, USA)° % 2
™

according to the protocol provided in the kit with cDNAs encoding Ca 2.1  or Ca 2.1  mutant subunit along with , -1 , hMORv
WT

v
S218L β4 α2δ b

and the enhanced green fluorescent protein plasmid (pEGFP; Clontech, CA, USA). Two days following transfection, cells were briefly

split at 10  confluence using PBS without calcium and magnesium and patch-clamp recording was performed 4 hours later from%
fluorescent cells.

Patch-clamp recordings

Ba  currents were recorded in the whole-cell configuration of the patch-clamp technique at room temperature (22 24 C) in a bathing2+ – °
medium containing (in millimolar): BaCl  5, KCl 5, MgCl  1, NaCl 128, TEA-Cl 10, D-glucose 10, HEPES 10 (pH 7.4 with NaOH). Patch2 2

pipettes were filled with a solution containing (in millimolar): CsCl 110, Mg-ATP 3, Na-GTP 0.5, MgCl  2.5, D-glucose 5, EGTA 10,2

HEPES 10 (pH 7.4 with CsOH), and had a resistance of 2 4 M . Whole-cell patch-clamp recording were performed using an Axopatch– Ω
200B amplifier (Axon Instruments, Union City, CA). Acquisition and analyses were performed using pClamp 6 and Clampfit 9 software,

respectively (Axon Instruments). All traces were corrected on-line for leak and capacitance currents, digitized at 10 KHz and filtered at 2

KHz. DAMGO was applied at 10 M by superfusion of the cells at 4 mL/min and all recordings were performed within 1 min afterμ
DAMGO produced maximal current inhibition in order to minimized voltage-independent G-protein regulation and hMOR desensitization.
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Analyses of the parameters of G-protein regulation

The method used to extract all biophysical parameters of G-protein regulation (GI , the initial extent of G-protein inhibition before thet  0

start of depolarisation, , the time constant of G-protein unbinding from the channel, and RI, the extent of recovery from inhibition at theτ
end of a 200 ms test pulse) was described in ( ). Briefly, subtracting I  from I  results in I , the evolution of the lost current22 DAMGO Control Lost

under G-protein activation. I  and I  are then extrapolated to t  0 ms (the start of the depolarisation) by fitting traces with anControl Lost =

exponential function in order to determine GI , the maximal extend of G-protein inhibition. I  (I )t  0 DAMGO without unbinding DAMGO wo unbinding

represents an estimate of the amount of control current that is present in I  and is obtained by the following equation: IDAMGO DAMGO without

  I   (1  (I /I )). Subtracting I  from I  results in I , the evolution ofunbinding = Control × − Lostt  0
Controlt  0

DAMGO wo unbinding DAMGO G-protein unbinding with inactivation

inhibited current that recovers from G-protein inhibition following depolarisation. I  is divided by the fit traceG-protein unbinding with inactivation

(normalized to 1) describing inactivation kinetics of the control current in order to reveal the net kinetics of G-protein dissociation (IG-protein

) from the channels. A fit of I  by a mono-exponential decrease provides the time constant  of G-protein dissociationunbinding G-protein unbinding τ

from the channel. The percentage of recovery from G-protein inhibition (RI) after 200 ms test pulse is measured as RI  (I   I= DAMGO – DAMGO

)/(I   I )  100.wo unbinding Control – DAMGO wo unbinding ×

Mathematical and statistical analyses

Current-voltage relationships ( ) were fitted with the modified Boltzmann equation     (    (   ))/(1  exp ( (    )/I/V I (  V ) = G max × V − E + − V − V 1/2

)) where    represents the maximal current amplitude in response to a depolarization at the potential ,   is the maximalk I (  V ) V G max

conductance,  is the inversion potential of Ba , and  is a slope factor. All data are given as mean  S.E.M for  number observationsE 2+ k ± n

and statistical significance ( ) was calculated using Student s t test.p ’

Results

The FHM-1 S218L mutation alters the biophysical properties of Ca 2.1/ -1  channels expressed in HEK-293 cellsv α2δ b/β4

To characterize the biophysical impact of the FHM-1 S218L mutation, human Ca 2.1  or Ca 2.1  mutant channels werev
WT

v
S218L

transiently expressed in HEK-293 cells along with neuronal  (the predominant -subunit associated with Ca 2.1 channels in the brain)β4 β v

and -1  auxiliary subunits. Whole-cell barium (Ba ) currents were recorded two days after transfection from cells expressing the twoα2δ b
2+

various channel subunit combinations. Average current traces are shown in  in response to a 500 ms membrane depolarisationFig. 1a

ranging between 40 and 40 mV from a holding potential of 90 mV. The voltage-dependencies of activation of wild-type and mutant Ca− − v

2.1 channels were determined ( ). The mean half-activation potential of the mutant Ca 2.1 channel is significantly shifted (  < 0.001)Fig. 1b v p

towards more negative voltages by 4.8 mV on average from 8.2  0.4 mV (   13, wild-type) to 13.0  0.6 mV (   13, mutant). No− ± n = − ± n =
significant differences in current densities were observed between both channel types ( ). However, there is a slight tendency toFig. 1b

observe larger current densities for the mutant channel at potential values inferior at 0 mV. Given the shift to the left of the

voltage-dependence of activation of the mutant channel, these results suggest that the mutant channel expressed as well as the wild-type

one ( ). In contrast, significant differences were observed in activation and inactivation kinetics. The activation kinetics of theFig. 1b

currents carried by S218L mutant channels were significantly accelerated (  < 0.001) at all voltages studied as evidenced by the 3.2- (10p

mV) to 4.2-fold (30 mV) shorter time to peak compared to wild-type channels ( ). Channel inactivation kinetics is best fitted by aFig. 1c

mono-exponential decay in the case of the wild-type channel, whereas two exponential components are required to fit the mutant channel

inactivation kinetics ( , dashed line). The slow component of the inactivation kinetics of the mutant channel is significantly faster byFig. 1d

2.6- (0 mV,  < 0.001) to 1.4-fold (20 mV,   0.003) than the inactivating component of the wild-type channel for membrane potentialp p =
values equal or under 20 mV; no significant difference is observed above 20 mV. The fast inactivating component of the mutant channel is

between 5.1- ( 10 mV,  < 0.001) and 24.2-fold (40 mV,  < 0.001) significantly faster than its slow component. The contribution of each− p p

component to the extent of inactivation is shown in . The fast component of the mutant channel represents a minor fraction of theFig. 1e

inactivating current that decreases from 18.9  2.0  ( 10 mV) to 6.8  0.1  (40 mV). The total amount of current inactivation rises from± % − ± %
50.2  7.5  ( 10 mV) to 74.3  4.0  (40 mV) for the wild-type channel compared to 63.6  5.9  ( 10 mV) to 89.7  2.6  (40 mV) for± % − ± % ± % − ± %
the mutant channel, a difference that is not significant except at 10 and 40 mV probably due to the difficulty to precisely measure this−
parameter at these two extreme membrane potentials. Analysis of integrated whole cell currents reveals that the S218L mutation

differentially affects calcium entry depending of membrane potentials ( ). While the mutation leads to an increase in calcium entryFig. 1f

during the time course of the current for potential values below 10 mV, at 10 mV it promotes calcium influx only during the initial− −
phase of current activation and has an opposite effect for potential values under 10 mV due to the faster inactivation of the mutant. Taken−
together, these results indicate that the FHM-1 S218L mutation produces three major biophysical modifications of Ca 2.1/ / -1v β4 α2δ b

channels at the whole-cell level: a hyperpolarizing shift of the voltage-dependence of channel activation, and faster channel activation and

inactivation. These findings confirm earlier observations in experiments that expressed Ca 2.1  or Ca 2.1  channels together withv
WT

v
S218L
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other auxiliary - (  or ) and -1  subunits ( ). Since we have previously shown that these parameters critically affect the directβ β2e β1b α2δ b 18

G-protein inhibition of voltage-gated calcium channels ( , ), this study was pursued to investigate how the FHM-1 S218L mutation21 23

could affect the inhibition of Ca 2.1 channels.v

The FHM-1 S218L mutation does not affect maximal current inhibition by G-proteins

It is essential to measure the extent of G-protein inhibition at the start of the depolarisation to avoid the important, but confounding,

fraction of recovery from inhibition that has already occurred when current amplitudes are measured at their peak. Representative current

traces for wild-type and mutant channels are shown at 0 and 20 mV in the top panels of  both before (I ) and duringFig. 2a and 2b Control

DAMGO application (I ). According to our recently developed method of analysis of G-protein regulation ( , ), the  currentDAMGO 22 23 Lost

traces were extracted (I ) by subtracting I  from I . I  provides the time course of the lost current following G-proteinLost DAMGO Control Lost

activation, affected by both the recovery from G-protein inhibition following channel activation and by the inactivation process. Hence,

current inhibition measured from the levels of I  and I  when extrapolated at t  0 ms provides the net maximal G-protein inhibitionLost Control =

(GI ) before these processes (current recovery and channel inactivation) have taken place ( , lower panels). Average GI valuest  0
Fig. 2a, b t  0

were reported as a function of membrane potential ( ). As expected for an inhibition at t  0 ms, the maximal current inhibition byFig. 2c =
G-proteins is not voltage-dependent. This inhibition varies between 55.8  3.8  ( 10 mV) and 51.2  5.3  (30 mV) for the wild-type± % − ± %
channel and is not significantly different for the mutant channel (between 53.1  2.3  (0 mV) and 49.9  3.3  (20 mV)). More± % ± %
importantly, also no significant differences were observed in the maximal current inhibition achieved by DAMGO application between

wild-type and mutant channels at all membrane potentials studied. This suggests that the FHM-1 S218L mutation does not affect binding

of G  onto the closed state of Ca 2.1 channels ( ON  effect).βγ v “ ”

Next we searched for possible OFF  effects of G-protein regulation for Ca 2.1  channels. One characteristic OFF  effect is the“ ” v
S218L “ ”

apparent slowing of current activation kinetics under DAMGO inhibition, which results from a channel opening- and time-dependent

recovery from inhibition ( ). The current traces shown in  (top panels) illustrate that DAMGO application produces an21 Fig. 2a, b

important slowing of activation kinetics for wild-type channels, whereas the extent of this effect appears greatly diminished for the FHM-1

S218L mutation. This was further quantified in  where the shift of the time to peak of the current follows an exponential decay fromFig. 2d

76.8  7.4 ms ( 10 mV,   13) to 12.2  1.5 ms (40 mV,   13) for the wild-type channel. Far less voltage-dependence is seen for the± − n = ± n =
S218L mutant since the shift of current time to peak varies only between 10.0  2.5 ms (10 mV,   13) and 6.9  2.0 ms (30 mV,   13).± n = ± n =
The differences between the two channels remain statistical significant at all voltages (  < 0.01 or less) except at 30 and 40 mV wherep

convergence between mean values is observed. These data strongly suggest a difference in the kinetics of recovery from G-protein

inhibition.

The FHM-1 S218L mutation induces faster G-protein dissociation upon channel activation

The two parameters that characterize the OFF  components of G-protein regulation of Ca 2.1 voltage-gated calcium channels, i.e. the“ ” v

time constant of current recovery ( ) and the maximal extent of current recovery from inhibition (RI), were extracted from the data usingτ
our recently published method ( , ). Representative current traces before and under DAMGO application are shown for wild-type and22 23

S218L mutant Ca 2.1 channels at 0 and 20 mV step depolarisation from a holding potential of 90 mV ( , top panels).v − Fig. 3a, b

Corresponding current traces that describe the evolution of current recovery (I ) were best fitted with a mono-exponentialG-protein unbinding

decrease providing  values ( , middle panels, red dashed line). The RI values were extracted at 200 ms depolarization byτ Fig. 3a, b

comparing the level of current recovery from DAMGO traces (I ) to non-inhibited control currents (I ) and the fraction ofDAMGO Control

control currents under G-protein regulation (I ). According to the  values reported below, measuring RI values at 200 msDAMGO wo unbinding τ

ensures that the recovery process from G-protein inhibition is completed. Significantly faster time constants (i.e. average  values,  τ p =
0.028 or less) were observed for the Ca 2.1  channel at all voltages compared to the Ca 2.1  channel ( ): time constantsv

S218L
v

WT Fig. 3c

decreased from 41.0  5.4 ms ( 10 mV,   13) to 6.6  0.6 ms (30 mV,   13) for the wild-type channel, whereas a 1.7- to 2.3-fold faster ± − n = ± n =
 values were observed for the mutant which ranged from 23.4  4.0 ms ( 10 mV, n 13) to 2.9  0.5 ms (30 mV,   13). Also,τ ± − = ± n =

significantly smaller RI values (  < 0.01 or less) were observed for the mutant channel at all membrane potentials except at 10 mV (p − Fig.

). Wild-type RI values ranged from 45.8  5.5  ( 10 mV,   13) to 64.2  4.3  (20 mV,   13), whereas RI values for the S218L3d ± % − n = ± % n =
mutant show a diminished voltage-dependence and ranged from 30.6  2.7  (20 mV,   13) to 35.6  5.1  (30 mV,   13). The faster± % n = ± % n =
current recovery observed for the Ca 2.1  channel, associated to a smaller extent of recovery, is consistent with previously publishedv

S218L

results, in which voltage-dependent channel inactivation not only promotes recovery from G-protein inhibition but also reduces the

temporal window of the recovery process ( ). Combined, these two parameters explain the reduced shift of the time to peak of the current23

of the S218L mutant channel under G-protein regulation.

The FHM-1 R192Q mutation behaves similarly to the S218L mutation with regard to G-protein regulation

In order to extend the observations made with the S218L mutation, another FHM-1 mutation, R192Q, was also investigated in the

same experimental conditions.  summarizes the main biophysical properties of Ca 2.1 / / -1  channels. RepresentativeFig. 4 v
R192Q β4 α2δ b
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average current traces (   11) of Ca 2.1  mutant channels expressed along with  and -1  are shown in . Average I-Vn = v
R192Q β4 α2δ b Fig. 4a

relationships are shown in  and confirm earlier findings ( ) that the mutation induces an increase in current density (averageFig. 4b 6

stimulation of 1.9-fold at 0 mV). As for the S218L mutation, an average hyperpolarizing shift of channel activation is observed although of

lesser amplitude (half-activation potential of 10.7  0.9 mV (   11) compared to 8.2  0.4 mV (   13) for wild-type). A slight decrease− ± n = − ± n =
in time to peak of the current is observed although this effect remains non significant ( ). With regard to inactivation kinetics,Fig. 4c

currents follow a single exponential decrease similarly to wild-type currents, with faster inactivation kinetics at potential values below 10

mV (1.8-fold decrease at 0 mV) ( ). Also, the inactivating component is accentuated at lower voltages for the R192Q mutation (forFig. 4d

instance 15  more of inactivation at 0 mV) ( ). Average integrals of current densities are shown at 20 mV, 10 mV, 0 mV and 20% Fig. 4e − −
mV for Ca 2.1  channels in  and indicate that contrary to the S218L mutation, the R192Q mutation promotes calcium influx atv

R192Q Fig. 4f

all membrane potential values tested. Taken together, these results indicate that this mutation shares similarities with the S218L mutation

regarding the voltage-dependence of activation, and activation and inactivation kinetics, although all effects are less pronounced. One

major difference concerns the current density which was previously interpreted as being due to an increase in the opening probability of

the Cav2.1  mutated channel ( ). Nevertheless, all the biophysical changes are susceptible to alter G-protein regulation in a similarR192Q 6

manner than that observed for S218L.

This regulation was investigated as shown in . Representative traces allowing the measurements of maximal G-protein inhibitionFig. 5

(GI ) are shown in  at 0 mV (left panel) and 20 mV (right panel). As for the S218L mutation, maximal G-protein inhibition ( ONt  0
Fig. 5a “ ”

effect) of Ca 2.1  channels is similar to that of the wild-type channel ( ). In contrast, a significant reduction was observed in thev
R192Q Fig. 5b

shift of the current time to peak induced by DAMGO application on Ca 2.1  channels ( ) suggesting an alteration of G-proteinv
R192Q Fig. 5c

dissociation from the channel. For instance, a 2.2-fold reduction was observed at 0 mV in the shift of the current time to peak. The

parameters of G-protein dissociation (time constant of dissociation, , and the extent of recovery from inhibition, RI) were extracted asτ
shown in . Average  values obtained for Ca 2.1  channels are shown in  as a function of membrane potentials. As forFig. 5d τ v

R192Q Fig. 5e

the S218L mutation, the dissociation of G-proteins from Ca 2.1  mutated channel is accelerated particularly for potentials below 10v
R192Q

mV (1.4-fold at 0 mV, compared to wild-type). In contrast to the S218L mutation however, the R192Q mutation does not affect the

maximal extent of recovery from G-protein inhibition. This observation is consistent with the mild effect of this mutation on channel

inactivation.

Discussion

This study shows that the FHM-1 S218L mutation of the human Ca 2.1 subunit when expressed in HEK-293 cells along with  and v β4 α2

-1  auxiliary subunits, affects both intrinsic biophysical properties of Ca 2.1 channels and direct G-protein regulation of the channel.δ b v

Similar observations are made for the FHM-1 R192Q mutation, although changes are less pronounced, which seems in line with the less

severe clinical phenotype of that mutation ( , ).7 14

Biophysical consequences of the FHM-1 S218L mutation on Ca 2.1 channel activityv

It was previously shown that the S218L mutation, introduced in the human Ca 2.1 subunit and expressed in HEK-293 cells or inv

cerebellar granule cells along with the  or  and -1  auxiliary subunits, (i) promotes channel activation at lower membrane potentialβ2e β1b α2δ b

and (ii) induces faster inactivation kinetics during relatively short depolarisation (< 200 300 ms) and introduces a component of current–
that inactivates very slowly and results in a lower extent of inactivation during long depolarisation (> 500 ms) ( ). Here, the human Ca18 v

2.1  or Ca 2.1  channels were expressed in HEK-293 cells along with the preferentially neuronal associated  and -1  auxiliaryWT
v

S218L β4 α2δ b

subunits ( ). Under these experimental conditions, the FHM-1 S218L mutation also induces a hyperpolarized shift of the11

voltage-dependence of Ca 2.1 channel activation as well as faster inactivation kinetics at the whole-cell level. However, contrary to earlierv

studies, no statistical difference between wild-type and mutant channels was observed in the extent of inactivation, as extrapolated beyond

the 500 ms depolarisation pulse. In addition, the FHM-1 S218L mutation is found here to induce faster activation kinetics. Whether this

effect is specific of the presence of the  subunit or not remains to be seen. It was not reported in the presence of the  or  subunits (β4 β2e β1b

), but a visual examination of the current traces from this earlier report seem to show that it is the case. These results indicate that18

although the FHM-1 S218L mutation produces some common biophysical alterations regardless of the type of  subunit used, someβ
modifications might be  subunit-dependent.β

The FHM-1 S218L mutation differentially affects ON  and OFF  G-protein regulation of Ca 2.1 channels“ ” “ ” v

One of the major inhibitory pathway controlling voltage-gated calcium channels at the synaptic level is mediated by G-protein coupled

receptor activation. This inhibition is recognized by a strong ionic current inhibition ( ON  effect), whereas the process of channel“ ”
activation produces deinhibition, which is characterized by slowed current kinetics and a more or less pronounced extent of current

recovery ( OFF  effects). Hence, if current inhibition finally only represents an index of the total amount of channels potentially affected“ ”
by direct G-protein inhibition, current deinhibition really reflects the importance of this regulation under channel activity. In this study “
ON  and OFF  G-protein regulation parameters were quantified using our recently developed method ( , ). Hence, G-protein” “ ” 22 23
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inhibition, measured at the start of the depolarisation, before the initiation of the process of recovery, is not affected by the FHM-1 S218L

mutation. This suggests that the S218L mutation does not affect the binding of G  onto the closed-state of the channel, which isβγ
consistent with the fact that this mutation is localized in the IS4-S5 linker of the Ca 2.1 subunit. It is not expected to affect one of thev

structural channel determinants known to be involved in G  binding (i.e. the I II loop, the amino-terminus or the carboxy-terminal regionβγ –

of the Ca 2.1 subunit). We did observe that the S218L mutation critically affects the OFF  effects of Ca 2.1 calcium channel regulation byv “ ” v

G-proteins as the time constant of current recovery from inhibition ( ) was drastically accelerated by 1.7- to 2.3-fold for Ca 2.1τ v
S218L

channels depending on membrane potential values. In contrast, the maximal extent of current recovery, measured 200 ms after the start of

the depolarisation, at a time point where the process of recovery is maximal according to time constant values, is clearly diminished by the

mutation. These results are consistent with previous data showing that the molecular process of channel inactivation accelerates the

recovery from inhibition, but reduces the temporal window in which the process can take place, thereby reducing the maximal extent of

current recovery ( ). We cannot exclude that the lower activation threshold of the mutant channel could also contribute to accelerate the23

recovery from G-protein inhibition, since we have previously shown that the time constant of G-protein dissociation follows the

voltage-dependence of channel opening ( ). Nevertheless, we can reasonably argue that, in a physiological context, i.e. during burst of21

action potentials, the main parameter that controls channel activity under G-protein inhibition is the kinetics of the recovery process.

Hence, by promoting Ca 2.1 channels deinhibition from G-proteins, the FHM-1 S218L mutation diminishes the strength of this negativev

feedback, and is therefore likely to contribute to the hyperactivity of Ca 2.1 channels and to the neuronal hyperexcitability, that is anv

emerging theme in the pathophysiology of FHM.

The FHM-1 R192 mutation also affects direct G-protein regulation of Ca 2.1 channelsv

Similarly to that we observed with the S218L mutation, the R192Q mutation does not affect the maximal G-protein inhibition of Cav

2.1 channels (i.e., also suggesting that it does not affect G-proteins association to the channel), but promotes current recovery from

G-protein inhibition. This conclusion contrasts with that of a similar study on the R192Q mutation, for which a reduced G-protein

inhibition was reported ( ). However, in that study, G-protein inhibition levels were measured at the peak of the currents, at time points12

where significant recovery from G-protein inhibition may already have occurred for the mutant channel if this mutation also accelerates

G-protein dissociation, thereby artificially providing the impression that the ON  effect is diminished.“ ”

Potential implication in the pathogenesis of the FHM-1

Cortical spreading depression (CSD) is commonly believed to underlie the migraine aura, and probably headache mechanisms ( , , 2 10

). However, what occurs at the very first stages of CSD is largely unclear. Neuronal silencing in CSD follows a short period of intense19

neuronal firing. It is conceivable that Ca 2.1 calcium channels could be the actors initiating the process. The diminution of the channelv

activation threshold induced by the FHM-1 S218L mutation (and R192Q mutation) represents a potential intrinsic factor, which may easily

contribute to neuronal hyperexcitability in patients. Moreover, the hyperactivity of Ca 2.1 channels could also be triggered by a diminutionv

of the inhibitory pathway carried by G-proteins. Thus, the FHM-1 S218L mutation contributes to maintain calcium influx through Ca 2.1v

channels especially during high synaptic activity by promoting channel deinhibition. Hence, the combined diminution of channel

activation threshold and decrease of the inhibitory pathway may represent the initiating molecular events of CSD, ultimately leading to

migraine.
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Fig. 1
The familial hemiplegic migraine type 1 (FHM-1) mutation S218L induces kinetic and voltage alterations of Ca 2.1 calcium channel activity. v

 Average set of whole cell current traces for Ca 2.1 / / -1  (   13) and Ca 2.1 / / -1  (   13) channels obtained by 500 msa v
WT β4 α2δ b n = v

S218L β4 α2δ b n =

depolarization values ranging between 40 and 40 mV. Holding potential is 90 mV.  Average current-voltage relationships for currents− − b

measured at their peak values. Inset: average half-activation potentials for wild-type (filled circles) and mutant (open circles) channels. c

Representative current traces at 0 mV showing differences in activation kinetics (top panel). Symbols illustrate the time to peak. Average

current time to peak values as a function of test potentials for wild-type (filled circles,   13) and mutant (open circles,   13) channelsn = n =
(lower panel).  Representative current traces at 0 mV for wild-type and mutant channels showing differences in inactivation kinetics (topd

panel). Inactivating currents were fitted (dashed line) by a mono-exponential equation (wild-type channels, filled circle) or a bi-exponential

equation (mutant channels, open square for fast component and open circle symbol for slow component). Average inactivation time constants

for both conditions (   13 for control and   13 for mutation) as a function of test potential (lower panel). The y-axis presents a break pointn = n =
for display purposes.  Average proportion of each inactivating component for wild-type (filled bars,   13) and mutants channels (open bars,e n =
  13).  Average integrated whole cell currents for wild-type (filled circle,   13) and S218L mutant (open circle,   13) channels at 20n = f n = n = −

mV, 10 mV, 0 mV and 20 mV. Vertical scale: 500, 1000, 2000 and 1000 pA. ms. pF  respectively. Data are presented as mean  S.E.M for − 1− ±
 studied cells. Statistical  test: NS, non significant; ,   0.05; ,   0.001.n t * p ≤ *** p ≤
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Fig. 2
The S218L mutation does not affect the maximal G-protein inhibition of Ca 2.1 currents.  Representative normalized current traces elicitedv a

at 0 and 20 mV before (I ) and under 10 M DAMGO application (I ) for Ca 2.1  channels with  and -1  auxiliary subunitsControl μ DAMGO v
WT β4 α2δ b

(top panel). Corresponding traces allowing the measurement of the maximal DAMGO inhibition at the start of the depolarisation (GI )t  0

(bottom panel). I  and I  (obtained by subtracting I  from I ) were fitted (red dashed line) by a mono- and aControl Lost DAMGO Control

double-exponential, respectively, in order to better estimate GI . The arrow indicates the start of the depolarisation. Scale: 50 ms.  Legendt  0
b

as in (a) but for cells expressing Ca 2.1  channels with  and -1  auxiliary subunits.  Bar chart representation of GI for Ca 2.1v
S218L β4 α2δ b c t  0 v

WT

(filled bars,   13) and Ca 2.1  (open bars,   13) channels as a function of membrane potential.  Shift of the current time to peakn = v
S218L n = d

induced by DAMGO application for Ca 2.1 / / -1  channels (filled circle,   13) and Ca 2.1 / / -1  channels (open circle,  v
WT β4 α2δ b n = v

S218L β4 α2δ b n =

13) as a function of membrane potential. Data are presented as mean  S.E.M for  studied cells. Statistical  test: NS, non-significant; ,  ± n t ** p ≤
0.01; ,   0.001.*** p ≤
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Fig. 3
The FHM-1 S218L mutation promotes current recovery from G-protein inhibition.  Representative normalized current traces for Ca 2.1 /a v

WT β4

/ -1  channels elicited at 0 and 20 mV before (I ) and during DAMGO application (I ) (top panel). Corresponding normalized Iα2δ b Control DAMGO

 traces fitted by a mono-exponential decrease (red dashed line) allowing the determination of the time constant  of currentG-protein unbinding τ

recovery from G-protein inhibition (middle panel). The arrow indicates the start of the depolarisation. Traces that allowed the measurements

of RI value (in red) are also shown (bottom panel).  Legend as in (a) but for cells expressing Ca 2.1 / / -1  channels.  Time constant b v
S218L β4 α2δ b c

 of recovery from G-protein inhibition as a function of membrane potential for Ca 2.1 / / -1  channels (filled circle,   13) and Ca 2.1τ v
WT β4 α2δ b n = v

/ / -1  channels (open circle,   13).  Bar chart representation of RI values for Ca 2.1 / / -1  channels (filled bars,   13) andS218L β4 α2δ b n = d v
WT β4 α2δ b n =

Ca 2.1 / / -1  channels (open bars,   13) measured after 200 ms depolarization as a function of membrane potential. Data arev
S218L β4 α2δ b n =

presented as mean  S.E.M for  studied cells. Statistical  test: NS, non significant; ,   0.05, ,   0.01; ,   0.001.± n t * p ≤ ** p ≤ *** p ≤
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Fig. 4
Biophysical properties of Ca 2.1  mutated channel.  Average set of whole-cell current traces for Ca 2.1 / / -1  (   11) channelv

R192Q a v
R192Q β4 α2δ b n =

obtained by 500 ms depolarization values ranging between 40 and 40 mV. Holding potential is 90 mV.  Average current voltage− − b

relationships for currents measured at their maximal amplitude. Inset: average half-activation potentials for wild-type (filled circles) and

mutant (open circles) channels.  Average current time to peak values as a function of test potentials for Ca 2.1  mutated channel (   11).c v
R192Q n =

 Average inactivation time constants of Ca 2.1  channels (   11) as a function of test potential. The y-axis presents a break point ford v
R192Q n =

display purposes.  Average proportion of the inactivating component for Ca 2.1  channels (   11).  Average integrated whole celle v
R192Q n = f

currents for Ca 2.1  channels (   11) at 20 mV, 10 mV, 0 mV and 20 mV. Vertical scale: 400, 1500, 3000 and 2000 pA. ms. pFv
R192Q n = − − 1−

respectively. Data are presented as mean  S.E.M for  studied cells. The dotted line indicates values for the Ca 2.1 wild-type channel.± n v

Statistical  test: NS, non significant; ,   0.05; ,   0.001.t * p ≤ *** p ≤
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Fig. 5
The FHM-1 R192Q mutation also promotes recovery from G-protein inhibition.  Representative normalized current traces elicited at 0 mVa

(left panel) and 20 mV (right panel) before (I ) and under 10 M DAMGO application (I ) for Ca 2.1 / / -1  channels (topControl μ DAMGO v
R192Q β4 α2δ b

panel). Corresponding traces allowing the measurement of the maximal DAMGO inhibition at the start of the depolarisation (GI ) (bottomt  0

panel). The arrow indicates the start of the depolarisation. Scale: 50 ms.  Bar chart representation of GI for Ca 2.1 / / -1  channels (b t  0 v
R192Q β4 α2δ b

  11) as a function of membrane potential.  Shift of the current time to peak induced by DAMGO application for Ca 2.1 / / -1n = c v
R192Q β4 α2δ b

channels (   11) as a function of membrane potential.  Normalized I  traces at 0 mV (left panel) and 20 mV (right panel) fittedn = d G-protein unbinding

by a mono-exponential decrease (red dashed line) allowing the determination of the time constant  of current recovery from G-proteinτ
inhibition (top panel). The arrow indicates the start of the depolarisation. Traces that allowed the measurements of RI value (in red) are also

shown (bottom panel).  Time constant  of recovery from G-protein inhibition as a function of membrane potential for Ca 2.1 / / -1e τ v
R192Q β4 α2δ b

channels (   11).  Bar chart representation of RI values for Ca 2.1 / / -1  channels (   11) measured after 200 ms depolarization asn = f v
R192Q β4 α2δ b n =

a function of membrane potential. Data are presented as mean  S.E.M for  studied cells. The dotted line shows position of values for Ca 2.1± n v

wild-type channels. Statistical  test: ,   0.05, ,   0.01; ,   0.001.t * p ≤ ** p ≤ *** p ≤


